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ABSTRACT
Phase variation mediating simple sequence repeat (SSR) in sipped strand
mispairing is considered the most important mechanisms of genetic
variation in N. meningitidis and in defense against host attack strategies
despite elicitation of the immune system against commensal and
pathogenic bacteria. We aimed to achieve in a silico study for
determining the possibility of SSR within different positions of N.
meningitidis genome to enroll within a phase variation mechanism.
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We applied different criteria to judge on SSR as it generates a phase variable mechanism relying on different
works of literature. These criteria represented by the length, polymorphic, instability of SSR and the value of
Z score using a Markov model and synonymous shuffling model of SSR and the position of SSR within the
gene or promoter. We detected 67 out of 327 putative phase variable genes spread on N. meningitidis genome
that fit with all criteria and we are highly recommended to provide an experimentally evidence on those
putative phase variable genes.
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INTRODUCTION
Phase variation is one of the crucial mechanisms of pathogenic and commensal of N.
meningitidis. This process can be described as hypermutation mediating repeat tracts or
hypervariable methylation mediating a specific target of DNA sequences in a reversible manner.
These mechanisms comprise different processes which are an epigenetic modification,
homologous recombination, site-specific recombination and slipped-strand mispairing (Bayliss
et al., 2008). However, the major player in the processing of repeat changing in the phase
variable gene of N. meningitidis is Slipped-strand mispairing mediating SSR. The Slippedstrand mispairing occurs through DNA replication thereby the repeat tract will be changed
within the open reading frame or promoter regions. Changing the repeat tract in the position of
open reading frame leads to an abnormal or missing product while changing the repeat within
the promoter triggers changing within the distance between elements of promoter hence leads to
change in a level of expression (Metruccio et al., 2009). Different factors can influence on an
amount of changing in a repeat pattern of phase variable genes which are trans-acting factors
such as DNA replication and repair factors and cis-acting factors such as repeat length (Moxon
et al., 2006; Bayliss, 2009; Bayliss et al., 2001).
Firstly the shorter repeat that identified experimentally as phase variable, they have long repeat in
other intrastrains, therefore, it is necessary to include a big chunk of data to see whether there is a
really a repeat tract with length lead to phase variability. There is possibilities of genes which are
in their ancestral were not phase variable but they transfer to phase variable in due to selection
(Saunders et al., 2000). Secondly, the strains have been selected from a carrier as well invasive
therefore we suspect to find all variable repeat tracts with the whole genome which works as a
phase variation.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Criteria used to predict SSR generating a phase variation
Target DNA sequence holding SSR can be predicted as a phase variable gene relying on two approaches
are comparative and probabilistic analysis methods (Saunders et al., 2000). The criteria have been taken
from the principle of both previous methods which they are as follows;
Determination of polymorphism and stability of SSR within intrastrains
Unique simple sequence repeats were identified using MICAS program (Microsatellite Extraction Web
server) (Sreenu et al., 2003) from the whole genome sequence of id-20026 invasive isolate which was
collected from MRF Meningococcus Genome Library.
Determination of Z score using a Markov chain of order N-2
Markov chain used to calculate Z score for each SSR. The method used to count the expected value as a
null model.
The method used to count the expected value could be explained in the following example, the formula
used to count expected value for the word “ABCDE”
Determination of Z score using synonymous shuffling model
The global codon shuffling was done by scanning all codons in the genome from which random
synonymous CDS were constructed, from which 5 globally shuffled copies of synonymous sequences
were generated.
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RESULTS
The number of repeat patterns extracted from id-20026 using MICAS program was 45 (table-1 excel sheet
appendix). Initially, the criteria used to indicate if SSR involved in phase variable repeat was the same as
previously described in Snyder and Nigal's work in which the length and the presence of a repeat is the
factor that associated with interpretation of the sequence context (Saunders et al., 2000; Snyder et al.,
2001). The SSR identified relying on only the length of the repeat within our cut off were 217, 214, 200,
208, 213, 216 and 200 putative phase variable genes detected in CC1157-N73, CC167-N64, CC174-N59,
CC23-ST1655-N258, CC23-ST23-N188, CC60-N114 and Serob-N119 strains respectively.
The alignment and location of SSR were checked thereby there were some SSR that located at the end of
counting therefore they were excluded (table-2 excel sheet appendix). On the other hand, there were 57 a
new putative phase variable genes which have been identified in invasive isolates and have been not
detected in the seven carrier genomes.

DISCUSSIONS
Polymorphism of each SSR was identified depending on an idea that has been taken from the fact that
evidence of genome plasticity through slipped-strand mispairing, called phase-variable loci, leads to different
polymorphisms in length of repeat tract. Moreover, sequence-specific mutational biases favour the instability
of sequences, therefore, it becomes necessary to analyse the distribution of homopolymeric tract lengths and
identify the unstable repeat which leads to phase variability. Meanwhile, Polymorphism refers to the number
of SSR that have different length for a particular repeat pattern above the cut off within different compared
strains, stability refers to the possibility of SSR to be a presence with a stable or variable length within
different compared strains. In addition, the variability of repeat is considered as a strong evidence on phase
variability because that the instability of repeat probably leads to change in frame shift of genes if it is located
within the content of the genes or changes in their length would be expected to alter level of expression of
genes if it is located within promoter, therefore, we looked for the stability of repeat tracts.
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